Dynamic Human-Agent Interactions adapted to users’ profiles
Context:
The pandemic that we have just experienced has accelerated the dematerialisation of our exchanges
and intensified the need to provide quick and relevant answers at any time. This digital shift practically
brings new challenges. Users would maintain the same level of satisfaction in their practices and
companies by offering efficient online services. Whether in stores or on the Web, consumers'
expectations are increasing: they want to be able to do everything quickly, easily and efficiently.
Therefore, companies should be able to respond to their customers in person (in their establishment)
rather than online using their digital platforms. Easychain, a young company that produces software
and services dedicated to real estate brokers, aims to anticipate the requirements of its customers and
future owners. This problem leads to a strong need to provide answers through chatbots, also known
as conversational agents, in order to satisfy the customers.
EasyChain is a young company based in Niort (France) that publishes tools using Artificial Intelligence.
Its first customers are real estate credit brokers, the company addresses the entire real estate sphere,
from the buyer to the seller, including notaries, real estate agents, banks and bailiffs. With the arrival
of the millenniums on the labour market, the professions connected with real estate will undergo
major changes over the next few years: digitalisation and artificial intelligence are the main challenges.
In order to meet these future challenges, the company has developed the following tools:
•
•

a tool for recognising and classifying standard and non-standard documents, with extraction
of important information, feeding, among other things, a business CRM;
a mobile application that enables the transfer of spoken and written information, encrypted
from end to end. It is a "WhatsApp-like" application extended and dedicated to the real estate
credit sphere.

These tools, which are unique on the market, are the very beginning of the automation of the entire
credit processing chain. In order to go further in this logic, Easychain aims to complete them with voice
chatbots, robots that analyse applications, qualify their eligibility, and process them as a whole. The
team is currently composed of AI researchers, mathematicians, software developers, digital specialists,
and business experts.
In order to work on the development of these Chatbot solutions, Easychain would collaborate with the
L3i laboratory at La Rochelle University. Created in 1993, the L3i (informatique, image, interaction
computer Science, image, interaction) laboratory is the research laboratory for digital sciences at La
Rochelle University. It has about 100 members working in the fields of computer Science, image
processing and Interaction. The research fields at L3i concern the interactive and intelligent
management of digital content. More specifically, the work carried out within the framework of this
collaboration concerns the Images and Contents team. Its core business concerns low-level processing
techniques of weakly structured contents (images, texts, videos, native and digitized digital
documents, ...), as well as the analysis, management and linking of data extracted from such contents
(feature extraction, indexing, mining or information retrieval).

In order to improve the quality of its customer relations, Easychain would develop, in collaboration
with L3i, a conversational agent. This agent, commonly called Chatbot, should allow:
•

•
•

answering common questions: customer service is often involved to answer the same
questions: problems to login, banking procedures, how to get a home loan, etc. A chatbot will
answer these questions. Thus, the support team will have more time devoted to important
issues;
Written or spoken chat: it must be able to consider the customer's messages either in text or
voice and propose an appropriate answer;
User profile analysis: it is also necessary, not only the emotions, the feelings but also the
answer, the way of asking questions, the speech, etc. Based on all the information, the chatbot
will be able to adapt its answers

This chatbot will be integrated in all the tools and services developed by Easychain such as – WeasyFile
-- a tool for automatic recognition and reading of documents -- or ConnectCrédit -- a mobile application
to ease exchanges between brokers and real estate agencies, etc.

Objectives:
In this particular context, the development of a conversational agent (chatbot) is a necessary response
to facilitate communication, by voice or text, with any human being using interactive skills. Generally
speaking, chatbots can be seen as computer programs that rely on Machine Learning and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) methods to choose the best response based on previous interactions. In this thesis,
we want to propose a multimodal conversational agent, able to answer in text or voice according to
the modality chosen or entered by the customer. Moreover, this agent will have to be able to extract
the domain of the conversation and to detect information about the customer's feelings (emotion and
sentiment analysis) in order to reduce the "robot" effect of existing agents. These objectives are
directly linked to two major research areas: Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Natural Language
Understanding (NLU). The languages studied by this chatbot will be primarily French and English.
The problem is to take advantage from knowledge and methods dedicated to linguistic analysis such
as: morphological analysis, lexical and semantic knowledge, etc.) to achieve two objectives:
-

-

The chatbot must perform a natural language conversation with customers comparable to an
exchange between two humans. It is based on language models adapted to the processing of
a customer's file;
The chatbot must be linked to a voice synthesiser to offer a voice dialogue option with the
customer;
The chatbot must be open domain, meaning that it must be able to adapt its conversation
according to its domain;
The chatbot must be able to analyse the customer's emotions in real time to determine the
best way to respond and dialogue with the customer according to his emotions.

Challenges:
The main challenges are:
-

Interpretation of different customer demands: the method must be generic and not based on
domain-specific rules;

-

Examination of user behaviours: ability to identify and adapt to different customer behaviours,
including the modality used to communicate

Brief state of the art and positioning
Several researches have been focused on the design of chatbots. The very first known chatbot was
developed in 1966 [1]. It used a simple pattern matching to propose answers (only) to questions. The
efforts have then continued on the modelling of a knowledge base used by chatbots such as ontologies,
or semantic networks that link a set of hierarchically interconnected concepts [2, 3]. The purpose of
using knowledge bases in a chatbot is to compute relations between these concepts, such as
synonyms, hyponyms, etc. [3]. The interconnection between these concepts can be represented in a
graph allowing the chatbot to search using particular reasoning rules. If the entry is not found in the
knowledge base, a default answer is generated. In order to overcome the limits of knowledge bases
in terms of coverage of various domains, several research works have therefore used language models
in order to semantically analyse the queries (input sentences) with a decent accuracy [4,5].
Existing chatbots suffer from two limitations: 1) model capacity and 2) scarcity of generic data. With
the recent success of large pre-trained language models [6-7], which are very effective at encoding
semantics [8-9], both problems can be mitigated. The first work to be carried out in this thesis will
focus on the use and adaptation of these pre-trained language models on very large databases. The
goal consists in generating grammatically and semantically consistent responses rather than adding a
domain learning scenario with a goal of classifying dialogue emotions. For example, if the caller says "I
am really satisfied with your first article and I look forward the second one"; the chatbot should be
able to detect this positive impression of the customer and to adapt in real-time the conversation
according to this emotion.
Concerning the opinion analysis and considering the user's feeling in the answers that the system
should give, many works have been done in the literature. The analysis of feelings is a task of Natural
Language Processing (NLP). NLP aims at extracting feelings and opinions from texts as presented in
[10,11]. In addition, new sentiment analysis techniques are beginning to incorporate information from
text and other modalities such as visual data [12,13]. This research topic falls within the field of
affective computing and emotion recognition [12]. According to [14], affective computing and
sentiment analysis are the keys to the development of artificial intelligence (AI). Moreover, they have
great potential when applied to various domains or systems. The task of sentiment analysis can then
be viewed as a text classification problem [15-17], as the process involves several operations that result
in classifying whether a given text expresses a positive or negative sentiment.
However, although sentiment analysis may seem like an easy process, it actually requires the
consideration of many factors not currently addressed by NLP researchers such as sarcasm and
subjectivity detection [18,19]. Moreover, the lack of apparent structure (specific to books or
newspapers) that can clearly be found in vocal exchanges with clients remains a major problem for the
community [20,21].
The proposed method in this research work should define a natural language dialogue system
independent of knowledge bases and/or complete models (closed world hypothesis) which are
generally cumbersome and incomplete. For this purpose, we propose to study a solution that will rely
on attention models [22] to detect the domain and identify its relevant terms. The chatbot will then
have to decode the semantics of the terms using recent dynamic word embedding models, which have
shown, in our recent work, good performances in several exercises such as information extraction [23]

or named entity recognition and disambiguation [24,25]. The major novelty will then consist in
developing new models able to integrate information related to the semantics of the content (word
embedding, audio embedding [26]), to their context (attention model) and to the user's feeling
(sentiment analysis). The proposed system will then generate a response (text or audio) based on the
semantic content, the domain and the user sentiment. The figure below describes a typical
architecture of the expected chatbot.
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Work Plan
-

Start Date: April 1, 2022
End Date: March 31, 2025

Expected Work

First year: state of the art and evaluation of existing methods
-

Focus of the analysis on the problem of generic representation of input questions and
considering emotions in the latent representation
State of the art of existing techniques
Setting up evaluation and pilot protocols
Implementation of a global processing chain
Proposal of exploration axes
Writing of an activity report

Second year: development of a semantically and syntactically correct sentence reconstruction
algorithm
-

Proposal of algorithms
Development of an experimental prototype
Evaluation on the protocols and test data defined in year 1
Writing of an activity report
Writing of a publication

Third year: integration and experimentation for the 2 issues to test on company and public
bases
-

Refinement of the generic prototype
Integration/adaptation to the problems
Experimentation in industrial context
Writing of the thesis manuscript
Writing of an activity report

